Computational and experimental study of proximal flow in ventricular catheters. Technical note.
The treatment of hydrocephalus with shunt insertion is fraught with high failure rates. Evidence indicates that the proximal holes in a catheter are the primary sites of blockage. The authors have studied ventricular catheter designs by using computational fluid dynamics (CFD), two-dimensional water table experiments, and a three-dimensional (3D) automated testing apparatus together with an actual catheter. With the CFD model, the authors calculated that 58% of the total fluid mass flows into the catheter's most proximal holes and that greater than 80% flows into the two most proximal sets of holes within an eight-hole catheter. In fact, most of the holes in the catheters were ineffective. These findings were experimentally verified using two completely different methodologies: a water table model of a shunt catheter and a 3D automated testing apparatus with an actual catheter to visualize flow patterns with the aid of ink. Because the majority of flow enters the catheter's most proximal holes, blockages typically occur at this position, and unlike blockages at distal holes, occlusion of proximal holes results in complete catheter failure. Given this finding, new designs that incorporated varying hole pattern distributions and size dimensions of the ventricular catheter were conceived and tested using two models. These changes in the geometrical features significantly changed the entering mass flow rate distribution. In conclusion, new designs in proximal ventricular catheters with variable hole diameters along the catheter tip allowed fluid to enter the catheter more uniformly along its length, thereby reducing the probability of its becoming occluded.